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The title says it all. If you are in the process of writing a book, or if you're considering it, there are dozens of things you
won't know - and that you should. What I want to do here is share about my experience over about fifteen years of writing
my first novels, and the years of publishing and marketing them, so you might get a jump on what's in store. Here are
some chapter headings to give you an idea of what's in the book. * Self-Editing * Why Would Your Book Get Noticed? *
Publishing * Marketing and Selling * About Your Website * Read It Like An Agent/Publisher Maybe you've been doing this
for a while now and know a lot about these items. I didn't - and got caught trying to find answers and find my way through
the maze after I started. I'm not the expert, but maybe what I have to share with you will save you a lot of the grief I had.
If you've written a book, or are thinking about it, you owe it to yourself to get lots of information before you really get
started. "So You've Written A Book, Now What?" could prove to be just the help you need.
Before they were the King and Queen… Six years before the Beyond series started, an ambitious bootlegger named
Dallas O’Kane caught a very pretty thief named Lex with her hand in his safe. The rest is very sexy history. In Beyond
Forever, follow Dallas and Lex through the turning points in their relationship, from the night he caught her trying to rob
him, through his rise to successful bootlegger, to legend, to Sector Leader--with Lex always there, willing to give him the
push he needs. Beyond Forever is a prequel novella that jumps through time to tell the story of the biggest moments in
the formation of the O’Kanes and their King and Queen. It will be far more enjoyable if you’ve already read Beyond
Control, and contains spoilers for the entire Beyond series.
At just twenty-two years of age, Briana Mils finds herself at a desperate crossroads.Once a promising student at the
University of Oregon, she now finds herself alone on the streets of Portland with only the clothes on her back, memories
of a happier time, and the stray dog that's adopted her. And she's got the drug that helps her forget.Briana's mistakes
haunt her, lashing her with severe consequence, forcing her to make a decision few would ever make. Still, in a final
attempt to make her young life count for something, Briana begins writing it all down—everything—so that others walking
the crumbling precipice of rebellion might leap to safety before it's too late.She writes about her present struggles and the
past. She writes about Michael, the boy she loved and left behind when she went off to college. She writes about the
violent activism and drug that derailed her life. She writes about the demands placed on her by a socially conscious
mother, and the adoration shown by a proud father. And Briana talks about Brody—the young activist leader who captured
her heart, took it to the altar, and then crushed it.What develops is an engrossing record of a young and troubled life, one
both beautiful and ugly, innocent and corrupt, lost and then found. And wrapped in its literary sinew is a cast of
characters as diverse and engaging as the stars, and an impassioned love story sure to transcend time.What readers are
saying:“Timeless…provocative.”“Characters so real you'd swear this was a true account.”“A brilliant read!”Alone Among
People is D. M. Anthony's first novel. He lives in California where he's at work on his next book.This review is from: Alone
Among People (Paperback)A Compelling and Heart Warming Story, September 25, 2012"Alone Among People is at
once an engaging, moving story and a provocative statement about the thin line between thriving and sinking into an
abyss as inescapable as quicksand. Its timeless and uplifting messages of hope conquering despair, healing borne of
love and care, and peace at discovering one's identity are an inspiration. The author's empathy for the characters and
their plight betrays knowledge of what he writes, and offers the reader a unique glimpse into a vulnerable and intimate
place… his heart. I recommend this book to anyone who has traveled through the anguish of darkness and longed for the
light; it may just guide your way."
Just as their life is seemingly back on track, Finn McDaniel's gets news that sends him into a tail-spin. He is faced with
the prospect of losing Olivia Henry forever. He immediately turns to Dan, Olivia's deceased best friend, who is her loyal
and constant guardian angel from the beyond, imploring him for his help. In the midst of all of the chaos a special
package is delivered that changes their lives forever. While Finn is determined to grow his restaurant to new heights by
chasing after the coveted Michelin Star, it is Olivia who finally sees her dream come to fruition in a way never thought
possible. Finn is determined to support Olivia through her shocking breakthrough and even has a very special surprise up
his sleeve that she never sees coming. Just as their plan is set in to motion and they settle in to their new normal, they
have an earth shattering encounter. In that moment it is revealed that they have much more than just a spiritual
relationship with the beyond.
Pallavi, an air hostess by profession, is a vivacious and venomous as hell girl, who lives her life out loud and on the edge.
She lives by just one rule: fuck and forget. The one side that nobody knows about her is that she still hasn’t moved on
from the hurt of her first love: Haasil. Haasil is a successful, self-made and young entrepreneur who is both physically
and emotionally recuperating from a fatal accident in which he lost the true love of his life. Swadha is a corporate girl,
who is cute, unintentionally funny and head over heels in love with Haasil. That Kiss in the Rain happens when Pallavi,
Haasil and Swadha are touched by the sublime power of love in different ways, till their paths cross and their destinies
collide, bringing them at a crossroad where each has to make a life-altering decision.
Upton Sinclair, one of America's foremost and most prolific authors, addresses the cultivation of the mind and the body in
this 1922 volume. Sinclair's goal was to attempt to tell the reader how to live, how to find health, happiness and success,
and how to develop fully both the mind and the body. Part One: The Book of the Mind covers such subjects as faith,
reason, morality, and the subconscious. Part Two: The Book of the Body develops such subjects as errors in diet, the
fasting cure, food and poisons, work and play, and diseases and their cures .
Everything you need to know to look after yourself to bring about and maintain perfect health, prosperity, wealth,
happiness, quality of life and longevity. It reveals that we are, without realising, not doing enough or the right things to
protect our health and prosperity which is equally extremely damaging to nature, wildlife, oceans, sea-life, fresh springs,
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waterways and air, and us. The Book by Linde utilises new and ancient knowledge from around the world, over the
millennia identifying what changes we need to make to enhance every aspect of our lives with simple solutions for almost
every situation. It is your most powerful contribution to protecting, nurturing and saving our planet. In summary, 'THE
BOOK' Consists of Six Chapters which incorporates a summary within each one: Lifestyle; Food & Nutrition; Medical
Care; Mind; Water; and Now Live the final chapter which you can cast your eye over first as it is a synopsis of the
complete works. It is highly recommend to read from cover to cover but, it is packed with valuable information to just use
as a Reference Manual on a day to day basis. Teaches you how to look after your body and mind to ultimately prevent
illness, but also to help regain and maintain perfect health; Provides countless number of practical, realistic & simple tips
to easily adopt into your day to day lifestyle improving quality of life, saving time & money and gaining longevity; Fuses
together specialised areas in health & mind, lifestyle & environment under one cover; Identifies our day to day toxic
exposures that we are unaware of and provides successful resolutions; Gives you complete fundamental knowledge and
awareness, to use your courage to take responsibility for your life enhancing your health, prosperity and happiness;
Provides you with ancient knowledge and practices to new, from science including quantum physics, to philosophy,
psychology, and important detail on nutrition, exercise, energies and medicine; Is very current, answering all the
conflicting hype about diets, the next super food or the bad effects of conventional drugs or sugar that are in the media
weekly, even daily; For more information please visit www.thebookbook.co.uk
New York Times Bestselling author Samantha Young writing as S. Young Niamh Farren has been burdened by
knowledge for most of her life. As one of seven fae children born into the human world with the ability to open the gate to
Faerie, Niamh's mission is to guide her fae brethren to do what's right. Because Niamh has seen what will happen to the
human world if she does not protect the gate. Throughout the years, she's traveled the world with her brother Ronan,
using her psychic visions to find the fae-borne and convince them to stay on the path that will keep the gate from
opening. She has sacrificed much ... but when she loses her brother to the mission, Niamh begins to lose herself. For
nearly one hundred and fifty years, werewolf Kiyo has wandered the planet as a lost soul. Cursed with immortality, he
spends his awful eternity as a mercenary for hire. When the powerful Fionn Mór confides the truth about the existence of
Faerie and hires Kiyo to protect one of the fae-borne, he accepts the challenge out of boredom, not heroism. Yet Niamh
is unexpected in every way the werewolf can possibly imagine. Guarding Niamh from her enemies is nowhere near as
challenging as protecting the fae woman from herself. If Kiyo is to succeed, he must help Niamh find herself again, and
not just for her sake. Ignoring the fierce connection between them may no longer be an option. A new enemy is rising and
threatening to rip open the gate between worlds. To remind Niamh of who she really is, Kiyo must make the choice to
lower his defenses and give into their bond. Or safeguard his own heart ... and in doing so lead the human world to the
brink of war.
Some love stories are one shade darker At twenty-seven, Kiyan Roy is the mysterious, reclusive bestselling author of
Handcuffs—an erotic trilogy. When he appears publicly before his readers for the first time, Kiyan starts getting stalked by
a seductive and alluring girl across cities, book events, hotels, luncheons and media interviews. Soon, he becomes
obsessed by her and falls for her charms. The first time they sleep together, the girl gifts him something that is the first
step to his doom. Kiyan soon realizes this girl is not who she says she is, but is it already too late to rectify his mistakes?
Black Suits You is a gripping, fast-paced and a clever psycho-sexual thriller that will keep you guessing till the end.
Hidden from mortal eyes and divided into three factions are the creatures of darkness that coexist with mortals. In the witches'
town Morganefaire, an ancient legend tells the story of a mirror that was once shattered into four fragments, each able to entrap a
powerful soul. Eighteen-year-old Amber is a struggling necromancer on a mission: help vampire Aidan stop the Prophecy of
Morganefaire and protect the innocents from the inevitable fate that will befall them should the wrong faction win. When bodies
begin to pile up, Amber realizes she has no choice than to work together with the fashion-savvy yet irritating ghost of a young
witch to solve the mystery and protect the one she loves. In a world of forbidden love, of ancient enemies and bonds spun by fate,
nothing is as it seems and no one can be trusted. Amber's life will never be the same again unless she finds out who the murderer
is, and quick, before everything she ever loved is taken from her forever...
A Scottish ghost leads a 20th-century woman into the early 1800s to save a soul and to find the love of a lifetime.
Escape from the everyday stresses in your life and unwind with Chromalaxing, Kaleidoscope Series, Adult Coloring Book #1. The
first book in this great new series. Forty intricately and delightfully designed images. Printed one side per page. The reverse side
includes the image number so you can leave your thoughts and specific feedback for us per image. Your finished work may be
suitable for framing or gift giving. Our website (http://www.chromalaxing.com) features fun art contests. Enter today and show us
your masterpiece for a chance to win great prizes. Vote for your favorites too. Our designs offer a pleasing variety in image
complexity suitable for beginner to expert-level. Provides unlimited hours of relaxing stress relief, as well as an enjoyable artistic
outlet. Tap into the soothing and rejuvenating effects that coloring has been shown to produce. Join countless adults all over the
world and rediscover the fun and relaxing hobby of coloring. Grab your pencils, pens... relax and explore your creative side today.
Adult Coloring Book. Action. Puns. Nostalgia. Mindfulness. Calm. Not Calm. Mindlessness. Deep. Follow a pen and inked path
through The Whole Thing When He Got There and discover a universe of fantastic absurdity that is just waiting to be colored in.
Through ninety-one intricate fully-illustrated compositions, colorists can adventure through the life of a legendary action hero in
search of meaning. Encounter exotic landscapes and battle prowling tigers, crazed bikers, greedy fat-cats and even death itself, all
punctuated by a witty remark. Let your imagination run wild in the gritty hub of a modern metropolis or find yourself amongst the
wonders of nature or in a land of myth. Anything is possible. The power is in your hands!
Who says having all your dreams come true is a good thing?Serenity Winters is taking the summer off. After her last year included
crushing on the wrong guy (again), having her best friend move all the way across the country, and an unexpected loss she's still
not prepared to deal with, she deserves it. And a visit to see Maia in California seems the perfect getaway. Beaches, bonfires and
boys? Yes please!But Rennie's dreams aren't so easy to elude. Sketching what she can remember of them helps some, but her
drawings are taking on a life of their own and the dreams they represent are starting to come true.Enter Alex, who may or may not
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be perfect. (No, who is she kidding? He's perfect. Great hair, plus he can quote Hamlet and Yoda? Come on!) But Alex has
secrets of his own, namely a hidden ability to transport himself through time using a book as a portal. Could it be that both Rennie
and Alex are being drawn in to the same mystery? They better find out quickly, because her dreams are getting louder. And they
know her by name.
More than one year on the New York Times bestseller list! Richard Bach's timeless and uplifting classic of hope and love "We're
the bridge across forever, arching above the sea, adventuring for our pleasure, living mysteries for the fun of it, choosing disasters
triumphs challenges impossible odds, testing ourselves over and again, learning love and love and love!" "The opposite of
loneliness, it's not togetherness. It is intimacy." "Look in a mirror and one thing's sure: what we see is not who we are." "Next to
God, love is the word most mangled in every language. The highest form of regard between two people is friendship, and when
love enters, friendship dies." "There are no mistakes. The events we bring upon ourselves, no matter how unpleasant, are
necessary in order to learn what we need to learn; whatever steps we take, they're necessary to reach the places we've chosen to
go."
Six months have passed since Prisha was pushed to death by the person she loved the most, Saveer. But she doesn't believes
that it was him till she stumbles upon the first clue to the mystery that Saveer is, which leads her to his twisted past: he is not who
he says he is. Forever is True is a riveting thriller exposing the deadly limits that a person can go to because of a ruined childhood.
You're just an unemployed reporter until a cryptic warning and an explosion outside your favorite bar send you down the road to
becoming one of three superpowered heroes (or, potentially, villains - we're not here to judge). Dark vigilante? Armored space
cop? Wisecracking mutant? Whichever path you choose, you'd better get busy, because a mysterious plot is afoot and - like it or
not - you're the only thing standing between the forces of evil and utter annihilation. Thrusts of Justice is an action/comedy
reimagining of the choose-your-own-path books you grew up with. There are 90 possible endings (81 of which result in your
humiliating death).
Ryleigh Fields has plans for her life that don¿t involve weddings, marriage, or true love. Returning to her hometown is hard, but
her agenda is clear: drink, eat, and leave as fast as she can. In that order. But when she stupidly agrees to a wedding pact with
her besties and promptly runs into the one guy who could be a game changer, Ryleigh realizes that even the best laid plans can
be derailed. Martin Sullivan travels all over the world for Marshall and Sullivan Consulting. Each destination offers exposure for his
software company, more money in his pocket, and a bevy of attractive women. But a trip to his cousin¿s wedding, puts him in
direct contact with the one woman he can¿t stop thinking about. After consulting on a project, Martin knew he¿d met his match
with Ryleigh. One perfect night in Brazil, and he was ready to let her know just how much she impressed him, but he never got the
opportunity. Now, almost a year later, he has his chance. The problem? Convincing Ryleigh. And like always, he¿s up for the
challenge.Once Upon a Bridesmaid Series: Yours Forever by Sherelle Green (Book 1) Beyond Forever by Elle Wright (Book 2)
Embracing Forever by Sheryl Lister (Book 3) Hopelessly Forever by Angela Seals (Book 4)
From the bestselling author of the Guardian Trilogy comes a new romantic suspense... On an ordinary day in early September, Kennedy
Shaw leaves for school unaware that within a few minutes the world she knows will be gone - succumbed to an outbreak of epidemic
proportions. After finding a safe haven inside the security of her enclosed high school, she learns that four others have survived, one being a
bold, mysterious transfer student from Texas whose unruffled demeanor harbors more than a cool interest in her. As they struggle to survive
the dead fighting their way inside, will Kennedy discover there is more to life than survival? And will she and the others find a way to live in
this terrifying new world?
A Thing Beyond ForeverSristhi Publishers & Distributors
Some love stories are… soul stories Dr. Radhika Sharma is what girls of today aspire to become – educated, financially independent and a
woman of substance. But within, she is a broken person who is yet to come to terms with her past, her first love Raen’s sudden death. In
comes a nine-year-old patient under her treatment, who is not only infatuated with her, but also keeps asking her non-stop questions. One of
those questions leads her to open Raen’s personal diary. By the time she finishes reading the diary, Radhika finds an uncanny similarity
between Raen and the young patient. She finds herself in the middle of an unusual situation. One after another, shocking truths emerge,
which push her to question if an unexplained attraction is the missing link between souls. A Thing Beyond Forever is a pristine love story
which digs deep into human emotions and explores the complexity of it in a soul-stirring manner.
Grief put her down. Can love pick her up?Newlyweds Renny and Adam Carter have been married for six wonderful months. One evening
their peaceful ride down a misty two-lane road in Whisper, North Carolina is tragically interrupted. They're hit by a truck carrying tree logs.
Renny's husband is instantly killed. She escapes with a broken life, a broken heart, and a fractured mind.Merek Spencer's mother was
kidnapped fifteen years ago. The event shocked the small and idyllic town of Whisper. But soon the spectacular crime lost its luster, and
things returned to normal for everyone except Merek and his father, James, who blames himself for the crime. For this reason, Merek has
had to play role reversal with his father. And despite Merek's model good looks, he is a loner by choice, working late hours as an architect. At
age 36, he has had plenty of opportunities to open himself up to love, but for some reason he cannot. All of that changes when he meets
Renny Carter on the worst night of her life. He pulls her out of a wrecked car and his long dormant feelings awaken from their deep sleep.
Reluctantly and ashamedly, Renny also feels the connection.Merek and Renny part ways never expecting to see one another again. Fate has
another plan. How soon should love arise after a devastating loss? Can such a love be legitimate? What about the guilt? Can such a love be
of God?
Kayla Ryan has her life all planned out with pure precision. She lives an average life, works several jobs, and has a long term plan to make
her dreams come true. Wanting to speed things up, she gets a roommate. Unfortunately, the roommates arrives with a suitcase full of trouble.
After accidentally filming a crime, Kayla is trouble's new target. Using her skills as a theatre dresser, she assumes a disguise and starts
running. The problem is, no matter where she goes, they always find her. A car accident leads to her rescue by gorgeous military men who
both want to help and protect her. One in particular catches her eye, but she has a few problems to work out before she can consider
relationships and romance. Namely, staying alive. Tristan Walsh wasn't looking for romance, he stays too busy running Phantom Inc., a
secret military organization called in for difficult jobs. He was truly beginning to feel settled in his new town, when on his way home from work
a short, loud mouth blonde came crashing into his world. Everything about her draws him in but she is stubborn, headstrong, and
independent. On top of that she takes issue with alpha men, which is the kind he is from head to toe. Tristan knows she is in some kind of
trouble, and he has the means and will to help her. It doesn't matter if she wants help or not. So he digs into her business while she digs in
her heels...
A true story of love and fidelity. Far Beyond Forever is a compilation of twenty-five years of letters exchanged between a man and a woman
habitually separated by forces beyond their control. It is filled with love, anger, humor, sorrow and the gamut of emotions, as they strive to
maintain their love across the miles...until the final separation.
In a dark world where magic is illegal, and elves are enslaved a young elven sorceress runs for her life from the house of her evil Keeper.
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Pursued by his men and the corrupt Order of Witch-Hunters she must find sanctuary. As the slavers roll across the lands stealing elves from
what remains of their ancestral home the Witch-Hunters turn a blind eye to the tragedy and a story of power, love and a terrible revenge
unfolds.*Adult rated for scenes of sex and violence
Killian knows all about vampires and aliens. They’re not real. But when a handsome swimmer climbs into her storm-tossed boat an hour from
her summer destination, the worlds of fantasy and reality suddenly collide… Cuttylea Island has no mall, no social scene, and no action. But it
does have a mysterious stone tower, ageless islanders, and a secret as astonishing as a mermaid’s tale… Before the summer is through,
Killian will find the truth of her family’s past…and the role she is destined to play in a centuries-old curse.
In the biggest casting coup of the Hindi film industry, five top stars are signed up for a new movie: Shahraan, a living legend still lamenting the
loss of his first love; Reva and Neev, newcomers allied in a common journey; Nishani, the celebrity kid who must avenge her father's untimely
death; and Kaash, the actor harbouring a secret love from his past. As their intimately intertwined personal stories take centre stage, the
industry's underbelly is left exposed for all to see. By the time the curtain draws to a close, the gossip-hungry media has enough fodder on its
plate to last a lifetime. Novoneel Chakraborty, bestselling author of the Stranger trilogy, unveils the grime behind the glitz, the insecurities and
compromises, in a world where aspirants come prepared to strike a Faustian bargain. A beguiling tale of love, ambition, jealousy and
betrayal, How About a Sin Tonight? will leave you asking for more.

The best thing happened to her . . . but in the worst way possible . . . Prisha Srivastav turned eighteen two months back. Hailing
from Faridabad, she studies mass communication in Bengaluru. She meets a mysterious man, double her age, who goes by the
name 'the mean monster' in the Bengaluru party circuit. Intrigued, she pursues him and falls for him. However, there's a problem.
Prisha doesn't know he kills the one who loves him. Literally. From the master of twists, Novoneel Chakraborty, comes another
beguiling tale of dark romance and thrill that won't let you put the book down till the last page.
HE HAS NO VOICE, NO FACE, NO NAME, NO IDENTITY. BUT HE HAS AN INTENTION. I’m Rivanah Bannerjee, a young and
independent girl living alone in Mumbai. My parents love me, my boyfriend adores me, and I have a great job. But here’s the
thing: my life is in danger. Someone’s been following me around, watching my every move, trying to get control over my life. At
first I thought it was a silly prank to gain my attention. My roomie suggested he must be a secret admirer. Is he? What he doesn’t
know is the police have set a trap to nab him. Soon I’ll know if it’s simply a lover’s obsession or there is more to it. BTW, I call
him Stranger. From the bestselling author of EX, How About A Sin Tonight?, That Kiss In The Rain, and A Thing Beyond Forever
comes a racy tale gravid with emotional twists, relationship quirks, and mind-numbing revelations.
Have you always wanted to write a book but, just never get around to it? Do you lack confidence in yourself as a writer? Need
inspiration? How to Write a Book in a Week ( A Writer's Guide to Meeting a Deadline ) is the answer to all of these questions and
more.
As her son grows up from little boy to adult man, a mother secretly rocks him each night as he sleeps.
An inspirational and handy book of consciousness and love. Bring it with you on your daily journey for happiness everywhere you
go.
“This book blew me away, completely. Gripping from page one, I—quite literally—couldn’t put it down.”—Christina Lauren, New York
Times bestselling author of The Unhoneymooners Growing up, Mallory Dodge learned that the best way to survive was to say
nothing. And even though it’s been four years since her nightmare ended, she’s beginning to worry that the fear that holds her
back will last a lifetime. Now, after years of homeschooling, Mallory must face a new milestone—spending her senior year at a
public high school. But she never imagined she’d run into Rider Stark, the friend and protector she hasn’t seen since childhood,
on her very first day. It doesn’t take long for Mallory to realize that the connection she shared with Rider never really faded. Yet
soon it becomes apparent that she’s not the only one grappling with lingering scars from the past. And as she watches Rider’s life
spiral out of control, Mallory must make a choice between staying silent and speaking out—for the people she loves, the life she
wants and the truths that need to be heard. Praise for The Problem with Forever: “We’re left breathless and a little haunted and
wanting more.”—Danielle Paige, New York Times bestselling author of Dorothy Must Die “Heartbreakingly real...a remarkable
novel about the power of first love and the courage it takes to face your fears.”—Kami Garcia, #1 New York Times bestselling
author Also from #1 bestselling author Jennifer L. Armentrout: If There’s No Tomorrow The Harbinger Series The Dark Elements
Series
Picking up where ""The Simpsons" Forever" left off, this new volume will tell readers everything they want to know and more than
they think they know about the 11th and 12th seasons of "The Simpsons" television series. Complete with plot synopses, quotes,
new characters, and addendums to all the lists from the first two volumes.
She emerged as innocent as any newborn. The party of starbursts and sparkles came to a standstill. In awe, millions of heavenly
beings paused. Shine Star, Princess of the Universe, was the most precious and rare of all creations. As an expression of perfect
happiness, thus was the king's daughter born. A magical love story unfolds in Vikrant Malhotra's wondrous debut, The Stories of
Goom'pa: Book One. Meet Goom'pa. He is a Poofy, a small furry creature who resides on Earth in a place called Palidon, on the
edge of the Miron National Forest. His world is a quiet one-until he spies Shine Star, a glorious star in the sky and the daughter of
Prime Ray, the king of the universe. Enchanted by her elegance, Goom'pa knows he is willing to do anything to win the love of this
celestial beauty. As the two meet and fall in love, Shine Star's father worries about his only daughter. Exploiting that concern is the
Star Lord, Rath, who wants nothing more than to wrestle control of the universe away from Prime Ray. Will Goom'pa and Shine
Star find a way to be together? Or will Rath's evil plan doom them all?
Revised edition featuring a new ending. From bestselling author Debra Dier comes a love story that transcends time itself, a
Regency Romance with a time travel twist. Gavin MacKinnon has wandered the grounds of Dunmore Castle in the Scottish
Highlands for two centuries waiting for the only woman who can help make his miracle come true. One glance at Julia Fairfield and
he knows she is the one. Now he must convince the reluctant lady to trust him if he has a chance to save his son. He came to her
out of the swirling mist on the cliff's edge, a ghostly figure who seemed larger than life. Dark, handsome, blatantly male, Gavin
MacKinnon radiated the kind of confidence that led men into battle and women into reckless choices. A quiet English professor
with the responsibility of her young niece, Julia resisted his every attempt to persuade her into the most reckless adventure of all,
until she realized no one should deny the chance for a miracle. Swept back to 1816 Scotland, Julia tumbles straight into the arms
of the flesh and blood incarnation of Gavin MacKinnon, Earl of Dunmore. Her memory scrambled, her identity in question, she
feels as though she is wandering through the pages of an Austen novel, complete with a Scottish version of her favorite literary
hero, a man she cannot resist. Together they must fit together the pieces of a puzzle that originally led to murder if they have a
chance to change fate. Drawn to each other, they discover their destinies are intertwined in ways they had never imagined. Debra
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Dier always brings something new and special to the genre...RT Reviews. Beyond Forever has been substantially revised and
expanded for this edition of the novel. This edition features a new ending.

From award-winning author Sally Nicholls, her debut novel about a boy's last months with leukemia. 1. My name is Sam.
2. I am eleven years old. 3. I collect stories and fantastic facts. 4. I have leukemia. 5. By the time you read this, I will
probably be dead. Living through the final stages of leukemia, Sam collects stories, questions, lists, and pictures that
create a profoundly moving portrait of how a boy lives when he knows his time is almost up.
Clay McGavran was stuck in hell. Otherwise known as Denson, Virginia - a small town in the shadows of the Blue Ridge
Mountains - a town shrouded in the pain and tragedy of the past. As partner at one of Richmond's most successful
construction and design firms, building someone else's dream home was his job. But when their dream brought him to
the town of his nightmares, he was thrust into a past he'd worked diligently to forget. The only respite to his misery came
from an unexpected - and inconvenient - source. His new assistant, Alison. To Clay, Alison was the woman whose
perpetual smile and hauntingly familiar eyes were a balm to his scraped and bruised psyche. She was the antithesis of
the type of woman he usually took to his bed but he found himself wanting her more than any woman before her. And, as
his employee, she was the one woman he couldn't have. His company, friendships, and reputation were at stake. He
couldn't cross that line again. He'd been reckless in the past and it had nearly cost him his company - and his life. But it's
not so easy to walk away when, in the fires of his personal hell, he may have stumbled headlong into his salvation.
***Due to coarse language and graphic sexual situations, this book is not intended for individuals under the age of 18.***
Hairnanigans. Friendship. Big Dreams. The previously scheduled life Maya Hatton planned has been interrupted for an
emergency broadcast announcement. A news station manager threatens to destroy over twenty years of brand and
image building with a new contract from hell. Her husband Roddreccus moved into the rental property and refuses to
move home without explanation. Instead of finding confidence, fun, and freedom as she enters her mid-fifties she’s faced
with crises. Fans believed she had it all together but her dream team lost a member, a villain hijacked her fairy tale
marriage and now she needs to remember how to be the Maya everyone thinks she is or lose the best thing she ever
had. Natural Sistahs series is written by an African American author whose chosen her natural hair since 1998. While
one of many indie published black authors she considers her books appropriate for the women's fiction category though
most would be shelved in the black fiction, black books, African American women's fiction, or black women's fiction
section in most physical bookstores.
Trinity and Slade are finally together, and their secret is out in the open. But how will the rest of the gang react to their
newly announced love? Cayson and Skye take it the easiest since they already knew about it, but what about everyone
else? Roland is a closet writer. Writing stories from the heart is all he's ever known. He's much deeper than people
realize. When he confesses the truth to his mother, she takes a look at his stories. What will her response be? Cayson
awaits his letters from medical school, knowing when he receives them he'll have a decision to make. Skye is his whole
world. What would life be without her? Will that guide him on his path? Or will it destroy him? Book Five of the Forever
and Ever Series.
Roary is everyman's dream with her long, beautiful chestnut hair, bright green eyes, luscious tan skin, and tight, toned
body. Roary spent her entire life as an Army brat and after the death of her father she becomes an exotic dancer.
Through her many adventures with her friend Shelly she finds herself falling for a Soldier. Between the pain of losing her
father, love for dancing, and defying her own rules, Roary finds herself on the adventure of a lifetime.
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